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Co‑operative housing: 
Why a public service 
mutual approach?

Australia is in the grip of a housing affordability crisis 
that threatens to lock a generation out of affordable 
housing.  To address this will require fresh thinking 
which expands our horizons from traditional models 
of housing - home ownership, private rental and 
public housing.

We have seen how the co-operative model can 
address failures of the market and deliver services 
of public value in an efficient and responsive way. It 
makes sense to apply the principles of co-operation 
to address the shortcomings of our housing market.

The co-operative approach to housing creates a 
unique relationship where the tenant members 
work together to run their co-op and as a group are 
often also their landlord. This means that the tenants 
themselves are more than just consumers – they 
have a stake in the shared value created by the 
cooperative.

In a housing co-operative tenant members play a 
key role in not just the day-to-day activities of the 
organisation but also in its management, governance 
and strategic direction.

While the non-profit community housing sector 
has a key role to play in the delivery of subsidised 
housing as part of a wider housing programme, it 
is a co-operative approach to social housing that 
addresses not only the physical needs of people 
experiencing housing stress, but also their economic 
and social needs.  Co-operative housing inherently 
avoids the devastating and costly health impacts of 
isolation associated with traditional housing models.  

Since being established in the 1980s, Common Equity 
Housing has grown into one of the nation’s largest 
providers of social housing. It is an exemplar of:

• efficient use of public resources;

• community empowerment and capacity 
building;

• participation in decision-making by the 
people who are the beneficiaries of the 
service; and

• innovation in the delivery and financing of 
affordable housing.

At the heart of CEHL’s success is its unique model 
which aggregates the power of 111 separate 
co-operatives which are dedicated to working within 
their local communities. This ensures that the delivery 
of housing is connected to those who need it, but that 
resources are shared and pooled for the benefit of 
meeting members changing housing needs over time.

CEHL offers more than just housing, it’s also building 
stronger, more inclusive communities where members 
look out for each other. 
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The most commonly used benchmark of housing 
affordability is the 30/40 indicator: households are 
said to be in housing stress if they are spending more 
than 30 per cent of their income on housing, while 
earning in the bottom 40 per cent of the income 
range27.  

Based on this measure alone, the figures are startling:

• the number of Australian households in 
moderate housing stress (i.e. paying more 
than 30% of gross income in housing costs) 
has increased by 78 per cent, from just over 
900,000 in 1994-95 to nearly 1.6 million in 
2011-123.

• over the same period, the number of 
households in severe housing stress (paying 
over 50% of gross household income in 
housing costs) increased by 67% from 
300,000 to nearly 500,0003. 

Housing stress is particularly acute for private renters, 
single-person households under the age of 65 and 
low-income home purchasers2. Households with 
dependent children are at greatest risk of spending 

prolonged periods of time in housing stress2. A 
significant minority move in and out of housing stress 
with 22 per cent of households estimated to be 
experiencing two or three episodes of housing stress 
between 2001 and 200626. 

The costs to the community of our housing crisis 
are becoming apparent.  Safe, secure housing is 
essential for good health, employment, education 
and community wellbeing22. A generation unable to 
purchase homes leads to widening and unsustainable 
inequalities27. 

The demand for 
a new housing 
solution

“Appropriate housing does not only provide 
a physical structure to house its occupants, 
it also enables individuals to make use 
of their inherent potentials to participate 
meaningfully in their personal and social 
lives, including but not limited to getting an 
education, engaging in the job market, caring 
for family members and building friendships” 

- Anglicare Housing Affordability Snapshot.

The dream of being able to afford a place to call home 
is becoming more distant for a sizeable and growing 
proportion of Australians.  In recent times, housing 
affordability – in particular the rising costs of home 
ownership – has generated significant community 
concern and political debate.

 
 

The reasons behind our housing affordability crisis are 
a complex mix of market, policy and structural issues 
including demand outstripping supply, lack of diversity 
of supply, low interest rates and taxation policy23. Now 
more than ever housing affordability is at its lowest in 100 
years, with house prices growing faster than incomes21.

The Australian community – 
housing stressed?
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Whilst both State and Federal Governments have 
recognised the necessity for action, previous policy 
and programme responses have been largely 
unsuccessful27. 

The private rental market increasingly is the only 
source of housing for many lower-income households 
who cannot access public housing or afford home 
ownership. However, this market has failed to 
provide adequate housing supply for people earning 
lower incomes2. The proportion of lower income 
households that are renting has been increasing over 
time, from 32 per cent in 2007-08 to 34 per cent in 
2011-12, signifying a worsening private rental market 
for people living on low income if nothing is to be 
done to reverse the trend24.

Over the last few decades, reduced investment in 
public housing has contributed to a reduced supply 
of low-cost rental housing. To take the Victorian public 
housing system as an example, that state’s Auditor 

General found that public housing is unsustainable 
due to:

• the accumulated decline in revenue;

• poor asset management (costs exceeded 
revenues by 42 per cent in 2011);

• a significant maintenance backlog; and

• a large portfolio of obsolete stock25. 

Not only is public housing financially unsustainable, 
it also fails to respond to the needs of tenants, and 
continues to suffer from poor reputation and lack of 
confidence in the system25. In response to housing 
affordability and public housing challenges the 
Victorian Government released a range of initiatives  
in 2017 under the Homes For Victorians banner.  
Homes For Victorians offers potential opportunities 
for creating mixed tenure and co-operative models of 
management of previous public housing sites.

A different approach is required to meet the growing 
affordable housing problem23. The not-for-profit 
sector can be an effective mechanism for increasing 
the supply and diversity of delivery of housing for low 
and moderate income groups for whom the market is 
not effectively catering27.  

Integrating social housing delivery within a 
co-operative housing programme is the best of 
both worlds – an effective approach to meeting the 
needs of low and moderate income households in a 
model of housing delivery that can address not only 
the physical needs of people experiencing housing 

stress, but also their economic and social needs6. 
By ensuring subsidy is well targeted and effectively 
leveraged, the co-operative housing model can 
minimise the number of households needing subsidy 
and maximise the impact of any subsidy that is 
needed. The co-operative housing model can use 
an enterprise co-operative structure to maximise 
the effectiveness of a public service mutual function 
embedded within it.

Housing system failure and the 
case for change

The non‑profit housing sector – 
a new approach?
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The seeds of CEHL and the rental housing  
co-operative movement in Australia arose in a period 
of government experimentation with different housing 
models. In terms of social housing provision, the focus 
of government was on the development of a public 
housing sector, and community housing remained 
on the margins until the 1980s. During the 1970s and 
1980s, community housing emerged alongside public 
housing in response to concern about shortcomings 
in the public housing sector, including a lack of tenant 
involvement and poor responsiveness to tenants 
with special needs. In the 1980s, a number of state 
housing authorities (SHAs) devolved responsibility for 
aspects of their housing services to non-government 
organisations (NGOs)5. At the same time community 
groups in the need of secure, affordable housing 
were investigating alternative housing models.

Drawing on the experience of co-operative housing 
models in the UK and Canada, supported by State 
Government and key federal ministers, a self-
governing housing co-operative managed by tenants 
and community representatives was piloted in 1976. 
An evaluation of the pilot found that tenant-led 
management was not only efficient, with the costs 
equaling that of conventional public housing, but also 
improved tenant satisfaction6.

On the back of this assessment, in 1981 the Victorian 
Ministry for Housing agreed to establish a rental 
housing co-operative programme where government 
owned and funded the housing co-operatives. The 
day-to-day management was the responsibility of the 
tenant members6. During the 1980s, eight of these  
co-operatives were created. 

The co-operative housing model evolved and in 1985 
four Common Equity Rental Co-operatives (CERCs) 
were established: Keilor, Broadmeadows, Geelong 
West and Werribee. A not-for-profit finance company, 
Common Equity Housing Finance (CEHF), was 
established to administer the funding and manage 
the accounts for each of the CERCs. Each CERC was 
entitled to become a shareholder in the CEHF, and 
were responsible for managing their own properties. 

To support the expansion of co-operative housing, 
the government established a Central Resource 
Co-operative in 1986. The resource co-operative 
provided assistance and training to individuals 
wanting to form a CERC. Under this model tenant 
members had an active role in selecting properties to 
purchase according to a CEHF budget and verification 
provided by a property expert hired by the resource 
co-operative12.

The Co‑operative 
story
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After a period of growth in housing co-operatives 
in the 1980s, and consolidation in the 1990s, the 
government changed its policy position on the back 
of a slowing uptake of co-operative housing6. The 
government defunded the Resource Co-operatives 
and transferred the housing titles from government 
ownership to CEHF5. With this new and expanded 
role as financier, owner of properties and provider 
of support services to CERC’s, CEHF changed its 
name to Common Equity Housing Limited - CEHL12. 
The policy change also meant that all future residents 
would need to meet the (then) Office of Housing 
income and asset eligibility criteria12.

Since the establishment of CEHL, the co-operative 
housing programme has expanded and become more 
financially sustainable. The 2000s were a period of 
growth and innovation, significant activities included:

• CEHL receiving funding from two government 
programmes, Social Housing Innovations 
Programme and Building Homes Together, to 
enable older members to downsize to smaller 
homes12; 

• CEHL developed a range of new housing types 
(including apartment buildings) and co-operative 
models (including models targeting people over  55 
years of age and a new co-housing model within 
the programme)12;

• At Gipps St in Abbotsford, CEHL was able to 
maximise the effect of government subsidy, by 
developing an award winning mixed tenure project 
housing low income earners, private owners and 
renters as well as an exemplar project by the 
Summer Foundation for people with a disability12. 

 “An excellent model of how private and 
social housing can work well together… 
The outcomes of this site – financial, social 
and physical – set a benchmark for other 
affordable developments” (Common Equity 
Housing Limited 2014). 

Judges of the Urban Development 
Institute of Australia Awards on the 

Gipps St project

The now Chair of the CEHL Board, Karren Walker, 
remembers being a young student in the 1980’s 
struggling to pay rent with her part-time job. Karren 
joined a group of like-minded individuals looking 
for an alternative way to secure affordable housing. 
They came together every weekend to learn the 
elements required to establish a sustainable 
housing co-operative. 

With the support of Resource Co-operatives (funded 
by the Victorian State Government), the group 
learnt about the co-operative principles, meeting 
protocols, property maintenance expectations, 
accounting and finance, and tenancy laws and 
formed project milestones. This provided a sound 
base and understanding of how to establish their 
own co-operative – the Earth Common Equity 
Rental Co-operative (Earth CERC). 

They built their business plan, applied for  
co-operative status and presented their case to CEHL 
in the hope of being accepted into the larger enterprise  
co-operative. Joining CEHL gave them access 

to funding and resources to buy and maintain 12 
properties over a period of time. The limits of these 
funds meant that only a small number of properties 
could be purchased at a single time, providing a 
significant challenge for the Earth CERC to decide 
which members would receive housing before others. 
The co-operative principles assisted in helping build 
consensus around decision making, particularly in 
making difficult decisions. With the foundation of 
secure, affordable housing many members have 
been able to pursue further education, employment 
and community engagement. Karren has being able 
to devote the past 20 years to working in various 
roles in the homelessness sector.

Whilst tenant members don’t own their houses, 
they invest time and care into making them their 
own and building a community which is safe and 
place they want to be.

Over twenty years later, the Earth CERC still 
operates today.  It recently spawned the innovative 
Murundaka co-housing project.

The story of Earth Common Equity Rental Co-operative
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1980’s

1990’s

2000’s

2010’s

1985
• The first four common equity 

resource co-operatives (CERC’s) 
established: Keilor; Broadmeadows; 
Geelong West & Werribee

1986
• Common Equity Housing Finance 

(CEHF) established and the first 
home purchased.

• CEHF responsible for administering 
the funding and assisting with 
reporting and accounting.

• Ministry for Housing owned the 
Titles for the houses.

• Each CERC became a shareholder 
in CEHF and were responsible for 
managing their own properties.

1987
• Central Regional Resource 

Co-operative established to provide 
assistance & training to individuals 
wanting to form a CERC.

• Funded by Victorian State 
Government.

• As other CERCs were formed, three 
more Resource Co-operatives were 
established.

1989
• CEHF owned 170 houses

1997
• Resource 

Co-operatives 
defunded by the 
Victorian State 
Government.

• CEHF became 
Common Equity 
Housing Limited 
(CEHL) & all 
housing titles 
for CEHF were 
transferred from the 
State Government 
to CEHL.

• CEHL responsible 
for servicing loans, 
managing contracts 
and providing 
services to CERCs.

• New requirements 
that all new tenants 
must meet the 
Office of Housing 
eligibility criteria.

Early 2000’s
• CEHL secured funding 

through two initiatives: 
Social Housing 
Innovations Programme 
and Building More Homes 
Together – used to 
develop two bedroom 
units for older members.

2007
• CEHL completed it’s 

first non-government 
funded aged care facility 
– Harmony Village, 
Shepparton.

• CEHL forms agreement 
with co-operatives 
which recognises 
and documents the 
partnership.

2009
• Rudd Government 

stimulus funding enabled 
50 co-operatives to 
expand their housing 
portfolios. This funding 
enabled innovative new 
housing types and  
co-operative models 
to be created such as 
Murundaka Co-housing, 
Harmony Dandenong, 
Gipps St and Lakewood.

• Two new housing 
co-operatives: Carlton and 
Diamond Valley.

• Purchased three 
complexes of independent 
living units from Southern 
Cross Care.

2017
• More than 2,200 

houses and a 
range of different 
ownership & 
funding models 
with current value 
in excess of 
$800million, rental 
inc $13.6million.Figure 1 

– The evolution 
and growth of 
CEHL 

7

CEHL in 2017 owns over 2,200 properties across Victoria, with a current 
value in excess of $800 million, providing housing to over 5,000 
people. It receives rental income of $12 million from its co-operatives.
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CEHL – A public 
service mutual for 
affordable housing
CEHL is a leading example of the power of public 
service mutuals to deliver services to meet common 
needs and to address market failure.  

CEHL is more than just housing – at the heart of its 
success lies its ability to actively engage with and 
harness the energy and skills of tenants themselves. It 
aims not just to build and maintain homes and sustain 
successful tenancies but also to empower individuals, 
create stronger communities and build better housing 
solutions10:

A Public Service Mutual or co-operative is ‘an 
organisation which wholly or in part delivers 
public services through a cooperative or 
mutual governance structure, whereby 
members of the organisation are able to be 
involved in decision-making, and benefit from 
its activities, including benefits emanating 
from the reinvestment of surpluses’7.

CEHL abides by and promotes the seven principles 
of co-operation in delivering on its seven strategic 
goals10:

1. Engage with co-ops to embed a sustainable 
programme framework

2. Enable stronger co-operatives in stronger 
communities

3. Cultivate successful partnerships

4. Embed organisational excellence

5. Advance co-operative value

6. Harness our asset value and sustaining growth

7. Demonstrate proactive leadership in housing 
solutions
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Co‑operative members/tenants
Tenancy obligations

Participate in work of co-operative
Participation in governance as member and through board of management

CERC Housing Co‑operatives (104)
Management of housing

Select tenants profile access to housing and co-op membership
Influence the future of the CEHL programme through voting rights and involvement in 

engagement opportunities

Common Equity Housing Limited
Ownership of housing

Support for Housing Co-ops
Co-operative Housing Programme Management

How it works
CEHL is a unique model that can incorporate social 
housing in a wider housing programme - effectively 
a “co-operative of co-operatives”.  The 114 separate 
rental housing co-operatives that form its members are 
supported by CEHL with asset management, finance 
and administrative support.  This means that CEHL 
combines the best of both worlds – being responsive 
and accountable to the needs of individuals and local 

communities while providing the collective support 
and financial backing of a substantial and professional 
public service mutual.  It also enables CEHL to respect 
the independence of individual co-operatives to make 
decisions which affect their co-operatives and actively 
engage them in decision making at both the strategy and 
operations level.

Head lease 
of property

Membership 
of CEHL

Tenancy 
agreement

Membership of 
co-operative

Figure 2 CERC example of CEHL programme co-op
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The housing owned by CEHL is many and diverse 
housing low to moderate income earners – including 
single dwelling housing to mixed housing tenure and 
multi-level developments.

Tenants come from all walks of life – including families, 
singles, couples, retirees, cultural and linguistically 
diverse groups and people with a disability.  They take 
an active role in managing the day-to-day operations 
of the co-operative10. The inherent pathway to skills 
and employment leads to mixed incomes in the 
programme so that it does not just focus on people 
with the highest need and lowest incomes.

The CEHL model differs to public and community 
housing, in that CEHL member co-operatives actively 
engages and empowers their tenant members to take 
an active role in the management of their co-operative. 
The CEHL programme sees co-operatives provide 
people with affordable housing, which means they 
have security of tenure and can participate in their 
communities. Co-ops houses individually, .instead 
they’re providing stewardship of housing to meeting 
members changing needs over time for life13.” 

There a wide spectrum of possible co-operative 
housing models, which all fundamentally involve 
tenant members in the governance of their housing.  
There are currently two co-operative models 
operating within the CEHL programme: 

• Common Equity Rental Housing Co-operative 
- CERC

• Community Managed Co-operative - 
CMC model 

All properties are owned by CEHL. The two  
co-operative models differ in the management of 
tenancy, finance and maintenance. 

The Common Equity Rental Housing Co-operative 
Programme (CERC) is the main co-operative model at 
CEHL. The CERC headleases properties from CEHL 
acts as maintenance and manage funds for future 
replacement of items such as carpets and hot water 
services;

• financial administration, including paying 
rates, paying for insurance on properties, 
CERC administration costs and a levy to CEHL 
to cover finance and programme costs;

• collecting rent and following up any rent 
arrears;

• arranging maintenance and manage funds for 
future replacement of items such as carpets 
and hot water services;

• selecting new tenant members;

• submitting quarterly financial reports to CEHL 
and keeping all associated records;

• most CERCs elect a board and have a 
treasurer, rents officer and finance committee 
to manage the day to day financial affairs.

In this model CEHL is responsible for:

• asset management;

• property upgrades;

• training and resourcing of the co-operatives;

• negotiating and servicing of loans;

• programme management; and

• ensuring programme directives are met 
including reporting and compliance 
requirements.

How the CEHL housing  
co‑operatives work

“The CEHL programme sees co-operatives provide people with affordable housing, which means they have 
security of tenure and can participate in their communities. Co-ops don’t own houses individually, instead 
they’re providing stewardship of housing to meeting members changing needs over time for life13.”

- Stephen Nash, Managing Director, CEHL

“One-by-one we rotate. Over time with guidance and help the junior Board member becomes the senior”
Ambalavanar, Tamil Senior Citizens CERC (Common Equity Housing Limited 2014).
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The CMC model provides opportunity for a medium 
level of participation in the running of the co-operative.  
The CMCs do not act as landlords however they still 
have considerable say in day to day issues including:

• managing their own administration budget 
and may accumulate funds or obtain grants 
for special projects;

• prioritisation of maintenance;

• selecting new tenant members;

• CMCs usually elect a board, including office 
bearers such as chair, treasurer and secretary 
which each have specific duties.

CEHL manages: 

• maintenance

• collecting rent and following up any rent 
arrears;

• all property and tenancy expenses.

CEHL provides further assistance to members 
co-operatives such as;

• co-operative development regarding Co-op 
governance support and training

• financial administration completing BAS 
returns, maintaining financial records and 
preparing for the annual audit;

CEHL is a not-for-profit company limited by shares  
with each member co-operative holding a share.  
This structure was chosen to bring a higher level 
of accountability and transparency over its financial 
management. This has built trust and confidence in 
CEHL as a financially viable and sustainable housing 
provider to Government and private investors.

Under a regulatory scheme established by the Victorian 
Government for non-profit housing organisations, 
CEHL is registered as a housing association.  This 
is the category given to growth providers capable 
of operating at scale, leveraging private finance 
and undertaking property development. This 
requires it to comply with performance standards 
made under the regulatory scheme which relate to 
tenancy management, asset management, financial 
viability, community engagement, governance 
and management.  Compliance is monitored by 
the Housing Registrar appointed to administer the 
scheme.

As CEHL takes primary responsibility for meeting 
regulatory and funding requirements, it must ensure 
that its member co-operatives in turn also manage 
their housing in a manner consistent with these 
obligations.

Over time CEHL has developed a unique governance 
structure which enables its member co-operatives to 
be actively engaged in the strategic direction of CEHL 
and programme direction and development.  This is 
summarised as follows.

The Community Managed 
Co‑operative (CMC) Model

How is CEHL governed and regulated?
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The Board comprise 11 Directors of which five are elected by the member co-operatives at the CEHL Annual 
General Meeting and six are nominated by the Board and selected for their technical expertise.

Common Equity Housing Limited (CEHL)

Common Equity Housing Ltd Board

(including the chair)
Five co-op elected directors Five appointed

technical directors Managing Director

Co-operatives

Common Equity Rental Co-ops
(104 co-ops)

Community Managed Co-ops
(7 co-ops)

Each Co-operative has a board

More than 5,
A small number of co-operatives have an all-director model where they are all on the board.

000 Tenant Members

Typical Roles
Chair
Secretary

Maintenance O�cer

Treasurer
Rent O�cer

Member Select Committee (as needed) 

Typical Roles
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Member Select Committee (as needed) 

Property Committee
Finance and Risk 

Committee
People, Culture and 

Governance Committee
Policy Advisory 

Committee

The CEHL Board 

Figure 3
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Board Committees 

The CEHL Board has established four committees 
– the Policy Advisory Committee, Finance & Risk 
Committee, People, Culture & Governance Committee 
and the Property Committee.  

Regional Forums 

Regional forums provide a grouping of co-operatives 
in a particular area with a forum to network and liaise 
on a number of matters of common interest as well as 
discuss issues of importance with CEHL. They can also 
provide useful support and advice for co-operatives 
and their members, and have a social element to their 
activities

Co-operatives Board of Directors 

Co-operatives are managed by a Board of Directors, 
elected by members. These Boards are responsible 
under co-operatives legislation for the management 
and administration of the co-operative. Co-operatives 
may adopt a model whereby all members are 
Directors. The level of responsibility for the day-to-
day management of the co-operative depends on 
whether the CERC or CMC model is applied.

Sub Committees 

As well as the Board of Directors, Co-operatives 
may choose to have a number of sub-committees 
including Finance, Administration, House inspection, 
Maintenance, Policy adoption, Tenant/member 
selection and induction.

Establishing a CEHL member co-operative

The door is always open for CEHL to admit new 
member co-operatives.  To become a CEHL member 
co-operative there are four key criteria which must be 
met10: 

1. Membership: A demonstrated common bond 
amongst members such as geographical 
proximity, culture or philosophy. A procedure for 
membership selection and training on policies 
and procedures.

2. Co-operative principles: A demonstrated 
commitment to the principles and practice of 
co-operation. A management structure that is 
democratic and complies with the provisions 
of the co-operatives legislation including 
legal structure and arrangements for financial 
management. Decision-making processes which 
are democratic, effective, and accountable to 
their members. 

3. Compliance: A demonstrated commitment to 
comply with the Performance Standards that 
apply to CEHL as a registered housing association 
under the Housing Act. 

4. Business plan: Details of housing requirements 
and its plans for acquiring and managing 
properties and procedures for monitoring 
and evaluation of the group’s progress and 
development.

CEHL works with the co-operative to find vacancies 
within existing properties or developing and seeking 
financing for a new purpose built development. 

CEHL has developed a range of on-line resources to 
assist individuals and groups to form a co-operative 
and seek entry into CEHL. 
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The success 
of the PSM

CEHL and its member housing co-operatives are a 
leading example of the ability of public service mutuals 

to create and retain shared value – developing human, 
social and financial capital.

Benefits to individuals – more than 
just a roof over your head

A secure place to call home

First and foremost, members of co-operatives benefit 
from the opportunity to access an affordable rental 
home, often after years of struggling in the private 
rental market.  Co-operatives provide a secure tenure 
for so long as the member complies with their tenancy 
agreement and their obligations as a member of 
the co-operative.  In this way, CEHL’s co-operatives 
provide a stable base for families and individuals to:

• learn skills, gain self- esteem and dignity and 
participate in local communities without the 
threat of homelessness5; and

•  achieve successes in other facets of their 
lives such education and employment17.

Personal pathways 

Being involved in the day-to-day management of 
their co-operative, tenant members have a range of 
opportunities for training and skill development. The 
stable and affordable housing provided by CEHL also 
makes it easier to focus on education and job training 
opportunities, and has led to children attaining higher 
educational levels. Fifty nine per cent of tenants 
reported commencement or continuation of training 
after moving into community housing and 50 per cent 
reported an improvement in their job situation18.

Healthy and diverse communities 

Co-operative members meet regularly and develop 
strong community support networks. 73 per cent 
of households report improved overall health after 
moving into co-operative housing18. The co-operative 
housing model is empowering and is a more natural 
way to build communities. 

Developing the next generation of 
community leaders

CEHL actively engages it members in both strategic 
and operational decision making as well as providing 
on the job training and development through 
participation on Boards and sub-committees. Tenant 
members can also access support from the Training 
Advisory Committee which finds creative and dynamic 
ways for people to learn from each other. 

“Having a fellow co-op member knock on 
your door and ask how you are going is 
so different from having a social worker or 
unfriendly landlord knock on your door”. 

 Stephen Nash, CEHL Managing Director
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 “We are going to make it a circle, if everyone 
shares (the responsibilities) within 2-3 years 
you will have full knowledge” 

Endeavour CERC member9. 

The on-line Co-operative Resource Centre also 
provides information that co-operatives and their 
tenant members need to effectively operate their  
co-operative from tenant selection to collecting rent 
and Directors roles and responsibilities. 

Best practice though pooling the 
resources of co-operatives

The CEHL model fosters best practice in the 
development and management of affordable housing.  
The enterprise co-operative model means more 
efficient delivery of services by pooling the needs 
of individual housing co-operatives.  It also enables 
better management through building skills and 
capacity and engaging members on strategic issues.

CEHL and the Co-operatives abide by the  
Co-operative Principles such as economic member 
participation, education and training and democratic 
member control, providing robust building blocks for 
operating CEHL in line with its purpose.

Efficient housing management 

As a Public Service Mutual, tenant members are 
directly involved in governing and developing their  
co-operatives such as tenant selection and most 
co-operatives are active in collecting rents, book 
keeping and maintenance of the properties. All tenant 
members are encouraged to attend meetings and are 
encouraged to apply for positions on the Board and 
sub-committees. 

With the high level of member engagement and sense 
of ownership in the co-operative, houses are well 
maintained with low vacancy rates and rent arrears 
helping to improve the efficiency and viability of 
CEHL’s operations. 

In addition to the immediate benefits to members, the 
CEHL model is also an efficient and effective means to 
deliver subsidised housing when compared to public 
or community housing, as a component of a wider 
programme.

Tenant satisfaction, engagement and 
empowerment

Co-operatives are founded on the principle of active 
member involvement in the day-to-day decision 
making of how their co-operative operates and how 
tasks are managed if their co-op is responsible for 
collecting rent and undertaking maintenance. This 
results in high levels of tenant engagement, satisfaction 
and empowerment. Through democratic governance 
structure, co-operative members also have a say on 
the strategic planning and policy development of the 
future of the CEHL housing programme. 

Re-investing profit

CEHL is owned by its member co-operatives for their 
benefit. This means that profits are re-invested into 
the business to expand and improve housing stock  
to meet members changing needs over time, create 
new co-op models to address emerging community 
need and demand or to save for future expenses. 
Each co-operative must manage their finances to 
remain financially sustainable including selecting 
tenants which provide for an adequate income mix 
and capacity for good governance.
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Innovation and growth 
CEHL has been able to expand its portfolio despite a 
decline in Government funding.  CEHL has developed 
innovative and award winning affordable housing 
projects such as Gipps St, Abbotsford where a 
proportion of apartments were sold to the private 
market to fund apartments for people on low incomes. 
CEHL has also been able to meet tenant members 
needs as they change over their life from growing 
families to downsizers.

New housing developments and acquisitions are 
either self-funded or undertaken in partnership with 
Government, the private sector and/or community 
based organisations.  Owing to the efficiency of its 
operating model, CEHL is in a position to maximise 
social return on public investment. 

Financially independent and sustainable
CEHL is financially independent and sustainable 
– its revenue is generated from secure and mixed 
tenancies.  There is a cross subsidisation of tenants 
on very low incomes with higher rents paid by those 
tenant earning higher incomes. This funds staffing 

to provide training of members, tenant participation 
forums, all property outgoings including maintenance, 
insurance, capital upgrades as well as paying interest 
on debt16. With this income stream CEHL does not 
rely on recurrent government funding for operating 
its business.  This mixed tenancy profile also enables 
more mixed and thriving communities, increasing 
community safety and cohesion.  

Co-operative houses are generally well maintained 
and cared for by tenant members having a sense 
of pride in and ownership of their home, in contrast 
to public housing in which there is a significant 
maintenance backlog25. 

Harnessing a range of contributions to 
grow the supply of housing
The success of CEHL is in no small part due to its 
ability to harness a range of resources both internal 
and external to the organisation. The table below 
describes the types of resources utilized by CEHL 
including financial, relationship, human and intellectual 
and manufactured resources.   

1.  Co-operatives 
member

2.  Partnerships with 
Government and 
NFP in funding 
developments

3. Local Councils 

1.  Tenant members 
input into their 
co-operative and the 
CEHL programme

2. CEHL staff 

3. Board members
4. Building contractors

1.  CEHL office 
premises

2.  Co-operative 
properties 

3.  Maintenance 
equipment

1.  Rental income from 
tenant members

2.  Government 
grants for new 
housing

3.  Loans from banks 
to fund new 
development 

Partnership

Human & Intellectual Manufactured

Financial

Figure 4 - How CEHL operates
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Wider social and economic benefits 
of co‑operative housing

“I entered co-operative housing 14 years ago as 
a single mum with two daughters. It provided the 
opportunity to get an education and improve the 
prospects for my children and me”

Yvonne, Endeavour CERC 

A study undertaken of the Social Value of  
Co-operative Housing18 identified a range of social and 
economic benefits achieved from affordable housing 
provided by community housing organisations, 
including co-operatives, in Australia to both members 
and governments. Providing safe, affordable and 
secure housing creates the following benefits for 
members:

• Financial: Greater financial flexibility for low-income 
households as a result of lower rents and more 
disposable income. This disposable income not 
only benefits members, having more money to pay 
for food, education, transport and those unexpected 
expenses, but also means tenants have money to 
spend in the local economy.  

• Educational: Co-operative housing tenants are 
more likely to pursue educational or training 
opportunities that will improve their employment 
prospects. Their children also have enhanced 
education opportunities. Co-operative housing 
further builds the education and skills of tenants due 
to the participatory nature of co-operatives where 
members are actively involved in the day-to-day 
operations of the co-operative. 

• Health: Improved overall health and reduced 
demand for health services for ‘heavy users” and 
disabled populations. A survey of co-operative 
housing residents found that 70 per cent of 
respondents believed their health had improved 
since moving into co-operative housing. 

• Community Inclusion:  Greater tenant 
empowerment enables co-operative housing 
members to have more control of their personal 
lives and receive support from networks which 
foster self-reliant and independent communities. 
Co-operative housing further builds on community 
inclusion, social capital and empowerment through 
the participatory nature of co-operatives where 
members are involved day-to-day decision making.

Reducing wider housing stress: A substantial co-
operative presence in a housing market, offering 
good quality, affordable secure long term housing 
products could ultimately put downwards pressure 
on market house prices.
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“Before I came here 
… I wasn’t living, I was 
just existing basically, 
whereas now all these 
things are going on” 

Lakewood resident

“because of the support 
they have around them, 
they have been able 
to grow in themselves, 
build more confidence in 
themselves and realise 
they are the great people 
we know them to be, and 
they are able to see that 
in their own eyes.” 

Lakewood resident

“In the past they 
would’ve been on their 
own…struggling and in 
a hospital somewhere, 
whereas here, we 
are not talking about 
professional help. But 
people like neighbours 
looking after each 
other”

EACH staff

“I’d say the best 
moments are the 
friendships that have 
developed in the 
building, people have 
grown closer, the 
laughter in the building 
has been fantastic”

Lakewood resident

Case study: Lakewood 
Lakewood is a joint project with CEHL and Eastern 
Access Community Health (EACH), constructed 
with capital funding support through the Australian 
Government’s National Building Social Housing Initiative. 
The Lakewood Community Managed Co-operative 
(CMC) was established to provide housing for low to 
moderate income individuals with a desire to live in 
apartment-style housing. The tenant members include 
a mix of people with low incomes from a variety of 
backgrounds, people with mental illness and other 

disabilities, refugees, Indigenous people, the elderly and 
people who are unemployed.  Since opening its doors 
to tenants in March 2011, Lakewood has accommodated 
158 residents across 80 apartment units19.

To determine the value of Lakewood to tenant members 
and government, a social return of investment (SROI) 
was calculated. For every dollar invested in Lakewood 
Community Managed Co-operative creates an additional 
$3.78 - this equates to almost $3m over five years19.

The largest contributors of value were: The study found that key outcomes 
achieved for tenant members are:

Increased community inclusion (35%)

Improved personal health outcomes (40%)

Improved financial sustainability (11%)

Improved financial sustainability

Improved personal health outcomes

Increased employment readiness

Increased sense of security

Positive educational outcomes

Increased community inclusion 

For Government, the Lakewood development delivered 
a financial return in the form of reduced cost of child 
support services, reduced costs of medical services and 
by reducing public housing waiting lists.
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The future
The urgent and pressing nature of Australia’s housing affordability crisis means that organisations like CEHL are 
likely to play a leading role in addressing the failure of our housing market.

CEHL’s operating model has proven to be a robust one, however it is also constantly evolving and adapting to 
our changing political, social and economic environment. Accordingly, CEHL is embarking on a new phase which 
requires balancing the needs of members, properties and finances to ensure its future financial sustainability and 
growth. 

New tenancy and finance models
CEHL eligibility criteria is driven by any requirements 
of government subsidies to the housing and currently 
focuses on households who meet the limited income 
criteria for community housing ensuring that CEHL will 
always offer affordable rent to those eligible, however 
restricting all new members to this criteria restricts 
CEHL in terms of growing new sources of revenue 
and finance.

To address this, CEHL is investigating alternative 
governance and legal models to enable it to provide 
other types of housing such as housing for moderate 
income earners, who are also in need of affordable 
housing. 
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The future: Strategies for growth and 
replication

CEHL is in the midst of deep engagement with it’s 
member co-operatives focused on two distinct goals; 
the future directions, viability and growth of each 
individual co-operative and the development of the 
programme framework to ensure, programme-wide 
viability and growth.  

Future Directions Project

The Future Directions Project was piloted, adapted and 
currently being implemented with all co-operatives to 
identify a future plan for a viable mix of membership, 
incomes and housing. 

Programme Development

Following 30 years of successful operation, CEHL has 
initiated an engagement plan to work with member 
co-ops to review and refresh the program framework, 
directions and key components.   

The first phase involved establishing an advisory 
group of co-op members, with an independent chair to 
oversee engagement with the program to create a set 
of Program Principles which will guide future decisions 
about the program framework and key components.  
Program development has been embedded as a 
priority in the subsequent CEHL Strategic Plan. An 
Engagement Calendar has guided extensive work with 
co-operatives throughout 2017 including resourcing an 
advisory group to oversee consultation to recommend 
a program Participation Policy.

Public housing stock transfers into  
co-operative structures

There is growing evidence of the failure of existing 
public housing models to create positive communities. 
In 2017 the Victorian Government released a series of 
initiatives under the banner of Homes For Victorians, 
including the transfer of some public housing sites (for 
redevelopment into mixed-tenure communities) and 
transfer of management of some 4,000 public housing 
properties.   CEHL will actively promote models which 
offer current public housing tenants the opportunity to 
form co-operative structures to manage their housing.

Growth of co-operative housing as a 
solution to our current housing system 
failures

It is clear that co-operative housing offers a viable 
solution for increasing numbers of people who are 
poorly served by the current private rental market and 
public housing models. CEHL will actively explore new 
co-operative housing and equity models which offer 
quality, secure and affordable housing to a wider range 
of income groups.

Emerging groups that are likely to be attracted to 
co-operative models include;

• Last home buyers wishing to downsize

• People seeking shared equity models

• People seeking long term tenure in locations 
which are readily accessible to employment, 
educational and community opportunities

• Women who are renting and ageing out of the 
workforce

• People with disabilities able to access 
subsidies under the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme .
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